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Product Overview
Beacon Aviation, Inc. (BAI) is prepared to capture and deliver high resolution, accurate, aerial
imagery in a digital Ortho Mosaic format for any water district. The implementation of BAI’s
aerial intel, with the easy to use Global Mapper GIS software, will empower each district with the
ability to manage in ways never before thought possible.

Take control
If you can see it you can map it. The key component
to the BAI mapping solution is it’s high resolution,
accurate imagery coupled with easy to use yet
powerful GIS software. This approach allows you to
create, manage, and organize all internal and
external data (meter locations,
lines, flush valves, engineering drawings/maps, CCN boundaries, political
boundaries, parcel boundaries, state and local highways, etc.). All of this can
be accomplished from the convenience of the office. B
 AI also provides 5 hrs
of training/support with each purchase.

Go Mobile
Global Mapper Mobile is a powerful GIS data viewing and field data
collection application for all your smart devices. GM Mobile utilizes the
device's GPS capability to provide situational awareness and BAI imagery for
precise location intelligence for water meters, lines, flush valves, and more.
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No Internet, No Subscription Fees
All data will be stored locally on your Mobile Devices and a PC. Accessing your data locally
provides greater speed, stability, and security. It also allows those out in the field to work
without the hassle of keeping or needing a cellular connection. There are no monthly or annual
fees included with the purchase of the BAI mapping solution.

Price
Beacon Aviation, Inc. Offers TRWA members a 5% discount which brings the rate down to
$0.285/acre (includes a custom flight, Global Mapper GIS software, and 5 hours of support and
data integration). If you would like a quote for your water district, please do not hesitate to
reach out to us via h
 ttps://www.BeaconAviationInc.com/contact or call direct at
(903) 768-2001.

Testimonials
Beacon Aviation, Inc. is excited to be a part of TRWA’s GIS Mapping solution and fully affirms
aerial mapping to be an essential step forward for all Water Departments.
Use the link below to hear a few testimonies from Water Districts BAI has served this year.
https://youtu.be/TPeHJ7YJDF0

